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This document is a record of the discussion points raised during the Where Will All 
The Trees? Research Report webinar, held on Tuesday 10th November 2020. 
 

Q: Can we achieve over 30% canopy cover with only street trees in an urban environment? Or do we need 
contributions from private property to make up canopy cover? 

A: We absolutely need to support the growth and protect existing green cover on private land. The results of 
the local government survey will have some really great insights into how we might be able to achieve this. 

 

Q: I love the idea of defining a subset of ‘Place Types’ in the same way that we might discuss climate types. 
However, in the example you gave, it showed that Onkaparinga and Playford in SA are the same type – 
though one of the key differences, particularly in terms of green space, is that Onkaparinga is in the foothills 
and hills, and Playford is on the plains. Meaning they have very different historical land use change and 
different planting abilities. Should geographic location/context be a part of defining place types? 

A: We would have loved to go into this level of detail, but unfortunately we were limited by the scope of the 
research. But this is excellent feedback and we would love to be able to do this in future, and also take into 
account land-use zoning, ecology, biodiversity etc.  

This work is best used in conjunction with local knowledge, collaboration and on-ground context. 

 

Q: Have you investigated broad (high level) analysis of satellite data, rather than i-tree sampling? 

A: We did use the satellite data in 2016 for heat mapping, however to provide a national snapshot it is 
incredibly expensive to provide GIS mapping nationally.  

 

Q: The City of West Torrens has an airport in it which covers approx. 20% of the council area. I would be 
interested to know if the airport land was included in the assessment, as I think this would make the council 
appear more spacious than it actually is? This may affect 'findings' and comparisons to other similar 
councils. 

A: Yes, it is entirely likely that a number of the ‘random points’ would have fallen on the airport and potentially 
skewed the results. We urge you to read this report in conjunction with local measurement and mapping that 
you have done at the local level. This definitely would affect findings in other councils, especially those that 
have less population density and more non-urban spaces like grassland, forest and airports and hard places. 

 

Q: Is the rainfall classification based on current rainfall or future? E.g. a lot of Perth councils have been 
classified as average to high rainfall, but projections estimate that the rainfall is to decline significantly. 

A: It is based on Bureau of Meteorology historical data, so it does not take into account future climatic 
conditions. In future, we’d love to pair some of this data with the other major Hort Innovation supported 
research, e.g. the ‘Which Plant Where?’ project is being undertaken by Leigh Staas at Macquarie University 
and her collaborators, and looks more specifically into climate adaptation.  

 

Q: Are the survey results publicly accessible, and if not will they be made so? 

A: We currently in the process of pulling this report together and hope to release it in the coming weeks. 
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Q: Was it 1,000 points across each LGA (the i-Tree analysis), regardless of size? 

A: Yes it was. This time we compared the same 1,000 points to those measured in 2016, following the i-Tree 
canopy method. 

 

Q: We all acknowledge we are seeing a decrease in private open space green cover through urban infill. 
Sometimes the only mechanism that provides an opportunity to reinstate green cover is the respective 
planning systems. However, the ‘mum and dad’ developers, or 1:2 1:3 developments, seem to bypass 
landscaping requirements as the planning system can’t force installation of landscaping? 

A: There’s no single answer to this - through the survey, overwhelmingly respondents said that the 
community wasn’t responsive to regulation on private trees. People want to feel that they can do what they 
like in their own backyard, which is why education is important in community engagement programs. Tree 
controls - effectiveness is sometimes negligible. So it’s still a major gap in the industry.  

 

Q: How have you recorded the connectivity value of a space? 

A: No, not at this stage, but it’s something we’d be really keen to explore. Please email us any ideas at 
hello@greenerspacesbetterplaces.com.au 

 

Q: Was the land use classification done manually or using a semi-automated approach? Is it a method that 
Councils could use for themselves down the track? 

A: It was done manually. It could be done by LGAs, but think about what data you need for what purpose. 

  

Q: Ku-ring-gai Council had a severe storm event last November where we had a significant loss of canopy 
cover. Would this have been captured in the data? 

 A: The results wouldn’t have registered specific storm incidents, but this may be one of the reasons for a 
change in cover. This is why it’s really important to add local nuance and contextual knowledge to get a full 
picture of the results.  

  

Q: How do we get Lake Macquarie City into the study? 

A: Our focus to date has been on local government areas with urban classifications, to date Lake Macquarie 
has not fallen into this category but its certainly something we can consider in future, and in the meantime 
you are very welcome to join the Living Network.  

 

Q: Will the survey analysis and report be made available? Seems a good resource for us as a LGA folk for 
benchmarking? 

A: Yes, we are currently analysis the results and will be turning these into a government-specific report which 
will identify the key barriers that practitioners say are preventing more urban greening. As part of this we are 
also keen to facilitate a range of discussions to share how LGAs with similar challenges are working to 
overcome these.  

 


